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Abstract
Suomen Kansan Vanhat Runot (Old Poems of the Finnish People) is a collection of

nearly 90,000 oral folk poems written down between 1564 and the early 20th cen-

tury. It is characterized by frequent reoccurrence of similar pieces of text on various

levels (from entire poems, through passages to single verses and collocations).

However, finding these similarities is challenging due to a high degree of ortho-

graphical, morphological, and compositional variation. In this article, we propose a

method for automatically identifying equivalent verses, i.e. verses conveying the

same meaning with the same words, using a clustering based on cosine similarity

of character bigram vectors. The method achieves around 81% F-score and has

been successfully used for identifying similarities across the entire SKVR corpus on

the level of verse, passage, and poem. The results can be browsed through a Web

interface.
.................................................................................................................................................................................

1 Introduction

The collection Suomen Kansan Vanhat Runot (Old

Poems of the Finnish People)1 consists of nearly

90,000 oral folk poems written down by various col-

lectors between 1564 and the early 20th century. It

contains archaic epics, lyrical songs, ballads, ritual

songs, charms, dancing songs, lullabies, and many

other genres in similar poetic forms and four Finnic

languages: Karelian, Izhorian, Votic, and Finnish. The

corpus is an important source in analysing e.g. histor-

ical oral and popular culture, verbal art, belief systems,

and mythology (see Kallio et al., 2017). Most of the

poems were recorded by Finnish scholars during the

19th and early 20th century, when Finnish was a mi-

nority language of the autonomous Russian Grand

Duchy of Finland (1809–1917). Finnic folk poetry

played a great role in developing Finnish and

Karelian literary languages and identities. The national

epic Kalevala is a literary work Elias Lönnrot created

using oral poems he and others had collected in

Karelia, Ingria, and Finland (Haapoja-Mäkelä et al.,

2018).

The SKVR corpus has certain unique properties

that make the use of computational methods both

challenging and rewarding. Just the size of the cor-

pus—nearly 90,000 poems totaling over 1.4 million

verses—already suggests the use of digital searches.

Typically, oral poetry is extremely diverse: the degree

and character of variation itself varies according to

local singing culture, singer, genre of poem, and the

performance situation. According to the oral-

formulaic theory (see Lord, 1960; Foley, 1988) oral

poems were not learnt by heart, but the singers
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mastered the traditional poetic language and metre,

common formulas (recurring poetically motivated

collocations), motifs, story-lines, performance styles,

and ways to combine and use these to create and re-

create versions for different purposes and social set-

tings. Finnic tradition contains both highly variable

and stable examples (see e.g. Harvilahti, 1992a;

Timonen, 2004). Thus, some poems were recorded

in several nearly-identical local versions, while some-

times one story (or poem type) may be told with very

different motifs and lines, or new poems created on

the basis of traditional poetic language, formulas, and

motifs. This leads to some verses and motifs being

typical to particular poem types, some verses and

motifs appearing in very different poetic contexts

and meanings, and poem types often appearing in

all kinds of combinations or even cycles. Thus, similar

formulas, verses, and short sequences of verses recur

in different poetic context across the dataset, often in

different dialectal, morphological, and orthographic

forms. In a typical research setting analysing the cor-

pus or some substantial part of it, the central question

is how to find all the relevant instances of one poem,

motif, or verse type. This was taken into account when

the original book series (1908–48) was published: each

volume includes a type index, which were later unified

and re-analysed into a single type index. However,

such indexing of extremely diverse material is inevit-

ably subjective, and the categories are often ambigu-

ous. In addition, most of the index works at the level

of poem types, not of smaller motifs let alone individ-

ual verses, which scholars are however often interested

in analysing. At the level of the entire corpus, we do

not know how the verse-level intertextuality between

different poem types and motifs works, or how differ-

ent singers, poem types or regional singing traditions

relate to one another in terms of making use of similar

motifs, verse types, and formulas. Automatic detec-

tion of similarities would significantly facilitate the

selection of relevant subcorpora for qualitative re-

search, recognizing significant features in the corpus,

and also potentially enabling some computational

analysis.

However, the similarities of the content units

(lines, motifs, types) in the corpus are obfuscated by

a remarkable amount of linguistic and orthographic

variation, which makes the computational detection

of similarities a non-trivial task. Table 1 illustrates the

variation of the verse type Savu saarella palaa,

(‘Smoke is burning on the isle’). The list is not ex-

haustive—a total of seventy different forms could be

automatically identified using the method introduced

in this article.

The examples differ with respect to phonology or

orthography (s� �s; aa� oa� ua), morphology (case

ending -lla� -lle�-ssa; 3rd person singular verb end-

ing: -V 2 � -Vbi � -ubi � -vi � -uve etc.), as well as

insertion of filler words (on ‘is’, se ‘it’) and particles

(-pa) and shortening of endings (-ll’), yet all of them

have the same structure and convey the same meaning

using the same wording. We subsequently call such

verses equivalent and aim to find all equivalent instan-

ces of a verse in the corpus. As the verses in this Finnic

poetic tradition typically consist of 7–10 syllables,

which amounts to 2–3 words on average, equivalent

verses oftentimes do not have a single word in com-

mon that would be spelled exactly the same. This

makes full-text search challenging, especially when

the variants are difficult to anticipate.

In this article, we propose an unsupervised com-

putational method for identifying clusters of equiva-

lent verses. Further, we show how the results can be

used to automatically find parallel variants of the same

poem type or passage. We present the method for

finding equivalent verse pairs in Section 3 and evaluate

it in Section 4. In Section 5 we present a prototype

Web interface Runoregi, which allows users to inter-

actively explore the automatically computed similarity

on various text levels (verse, poem, passage).

Table 1. Some variants of the verse type Savu saarella palaa

(‘Smoke is burning on the isle,’), with place of occurrence

(SKVR volume and poem number)

Savu saarella palavi, I1 163 a)

Savu suaressa palaubi, I2 702

Mi se savu soarella palavi, I2 705

Savu soaressa palauve, I2 702

Savu saarella palaa, I4 753

Savu suaressa palaa, II 206 a)
�Savu �soaressa palaubi, II 208

Savu soarella palaabi, VII1 781

Savu soarell’ on palaabi, VII1 808

Savu soarella palaa, VII1 821 a.

Savu saarell’ on paloa VII1 781 d.

Savubon soarella palaabi, VII1 784

Savut saarella palavat: VII1 790

Savupa soarelle palaabi, VII1 803
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2 Related Work

2.1 Variation and similarity in oral
tradition
Ever since the beginning of folklore studies, the central

focus has been on variation and similarity, change and

continuities at different levels of oral traditions (see

Bendix and Hasan-Rokem, 2012). In the field of oral

poetry, a pivotal turning point was the work of

Milman Parry and Albert Lord on Serbo-Croatian

epics: they understood the creative way in which the

singers built the poems in performance on the basis of

traditional poetics, formulas, themes, and storylines

(Lord, 1960). Since then, oral-formulaic theory has

been tested and developed, making evident that the

characteristics, levels and degree of variation vary a lot

according to tradition, and also relate, as Lord noted,

to the length of the songs (see Foley, 1988; Harvilahti,

1992a, 185n10). Formula was defined by (Parry 1930,

p. 80) as ‘a group of words which is regularly

employed under the same metrical conditions to ex-

press a given idea’. The first one to apply this approach

fully to the Finnic oral tradition was Lauri Harvilahti

(1992a, 1992b, 2000; see also Kuusi, 1967), who used

manual lemmatization to explore the formulaic sys-

tem of Ingrian oral poems computationally, as well as

testing the applicability of different views on oral for-

mulaic theories to this tradition. Liina Saarlo (e.g.

2005) has studied formula systems in Estonian oral

poetry, and Tiiu Jaago (2016), Lotte Tarkka (2013),

and Frog (2014, 2016) have applied the concept to

various Finnic traditions as well (see also Frog and

Lamb, 2022). In addition, the research on poetic metre

and language (see Sarv, 2008, 2015, 2019; Saarinen,

2018, for overviews), and of parallelism (see Frog

and Tarkka, 2017; Sarv, 2017) often relates to similar

questions. In these studies, the number of poems and

verses analysed manually may be substantial—e.g.

Matti Kuusi (1949; see 1990, p. 136) examined

41,762 lines by hand and Lauri Harvilahti (1992a)

lemmatized 22,333 lines. Research concentrating on

e.g. genre systems, intertextuality, or performance

often also analyses the structures of songs (e.g.

Arukask, 2003; Tarkka, 2013; Timonen, 2004). An ear-

lier study by Mari Sarv (2004) has analysed the statis-

tical distribution of singers’ verse repertories

geographically as well as in terms of stereotypy and

uniqueness on the basis of songs from a distinct region

in North-East Estonia.

Over recent decades, there has been growing inter-

est in computational folkloristics (see Abello et al.,

2012; Harvilahti, 2019; Tangherlini, 2016) as the his-

torical sources are being digitized (see Ilyefalvi, 2018),

or in analysing contemporary culture (see Hakamies

and Heimo, 2019). However, the complex folkloric

and linguistic variation along with the fluctuations

in collection history poses a considerable challenge

for finding appropriate methods for large-scale

analysis.

2.2 Text reuse in Digital Humanities
The computational task of recognizing similar text

lines and passages in large collections of texts occurs

in Digital Humanities in various scholarly contexts

and is commonly referred to as text reuse. For ex-

ample, in the study of classical corpora, scholars are

often interested in finding literary influences, as well as

citations and paraphrases of influential thinkers,

which—contrary to the modern tradition—were not

explicitly marked as such. Furthermore, texts existing

in multiple editions are sometimes aligned in order to

study their similarities and differences.

Methods for text reuse detection are often multi-

staged and complex in technical detail (see Büchler

(2013) for a comprehensive and systematic overview).

In a simplified view, a common approach seems to be

to initially detect candidates for similarity by searching

for common words or word n-grams between docu-

ments. Subsequently, such matches can be scored

based on a more detailed and more computationally

intensive comparison of their surrounding context

(e.g. alignment). Examples of this workflow include

Olsen et al. (2011) (tracking sources of an 18th cen-

tury encyclopaedia), Smith et al. (2014) (US legisla-

tion and 19th century newspapers), and Sturgeon

(2018) (classical Chinese texts; using characters rather

than words). Shmidman et al. (2018) use a similar

method but address the problem of orthographic vari-

ation in the Babylonian Talmud by reducing each

word to its two least frequent letters.

The same general workflow has been applied to

poetry in the Tesserae project (Coffee et al., 2013).

Originally developed for studying Latin poetry, it

has been applied to quantitative studies (Bernstein

et al., 2015) and an attempt to adapt the method to

Exploring Finnic written oral folk poetry
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English texts has recently been made by Shang and

Underwood (2021).

When dealing with versified poetry, similarity be-

tween individual verse lines provides a good starting

point for comparing longer passages. Jänicke and

Wrisley (2017) align and visualize different editions

of Medieval French poems using a combination of

word n-gram overlap and relative edit distance for

detecting similar lines. This method is able to address

the problem of linguistic and orthographic variation,

which is often encountered in historical texts.

Meinecke et al. (2019) modified the method further

to include similarity based on word embeddings.

Contrary to poetry, large volumes of continuous

text provide additional difficulties, as there is no nat-

ural structural unit (like the line) to base the compari-

son on. In such cases, improvements have recently

been achieved by repurposing the BLAST algorithm,

originally designed for comparing biological sequen-

ces, for text reuse (Vesanto et al., 2017; Vierthaler and

Gelein, 2019). Furthermore, Broadwell et al. (2017)

presented a method for identifying similar passages

of text based on hashing sequences of consecutive

words using a technique called Locality Sensitive

Hashing, which efficiently recognizes similar sequen-

ces. The method was successfully applied to a collec-

tion of Danish folk legends recorded from oral

tradition.

3 Identifying equivalent verses

We begin the similarity search by finding similar

verses (i.e. lines) across the entire corpus, without

even taking into account the division into documents

(poems). This approach utilizes an important prop-

erty of metric poetry: a similar (longer) passage of text

will always be segmented into verses in the same way.

In particular, it has been pointed out that verses in

Finnic oral poetry are self-contained linguistic units

and verse boundaries typically correspond to sentence

or syntactic constituent boundaries (Leino, 1975).

Thus, any longer-range similarity remains recogniz-

able when comparing individual verses. Given this

natural unit of text segmentation, the task becomes

much easier than finding similar passages in continu-

ous text would be.

Drawing on the example shown in Table 1, we aim

to identify equivalent verses, i.e. verses that consist of

the same content words, despite differing in their

string form. This will be achieved in two steps: (1)

finding pairs of similar verses and (2) clustering the

graph of similarities to identify sets of equivalent

verses.

3.1 Verse similarity
For the first step, due to the size of the corpus (over 1.4

million verses), an efficient way of finding the nearest

neighbours to a verse without needing to compare it

against all other verses is desirable. The most common

approach for this kind of similarity search is to repre-

sent the object of interest (here: a verse) as a vector in a

high-dimensional space. For such representation, ef-

ficient algorithms for nearest neighbour search are

readily available.

A simple and effective numeric representation is

the bag-of-bigrams: each verse is represented by a vec-

tor of character bigram frequencies (Table 2). Prior to

that, the strings are lowercased and digits and punc-

tuation marks are removed. The number of dimen-

sions is restricted to d most frequent bigrams across

the whole corpus, with values around d¼ 300 being

considered sufficient (see Table 4 in Section 4).3

We consider bigrams to be the optimal tradeoff

between granularity and the number of dimen-

sions—trigrams would generate a prohibitive number

of dimensions,4 while also missing some similarities,

whereas unigrams readily produce high similarities for

unrelated verses.5 Somewhat surprisingly, no verse

pairs with highly similar bigram vectors and com-

pletely different content were observed. Thus, the

bigrams preserve enough information about the ar-

rangement of letters in the verse.

As a similarity metric for verse pairs, we use cosine

similarity6 of bigram vectors. For two vectors x; y, the

cosine similarity (geometrically representing the

Table 2. Vectorization of preprocessed verses into bigram

frequencies

sa so av vu u_ _s oa ar el ll la es ss . . .

savu_saarella_palavi 2 0 2 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 2 0 0

savu_soaressa_palauve 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1

savu_suaressa_palaubi 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1
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cosine of the angle between the vectors) is given by the

formula:

cos /ðx; yÞ ¼ x � y
jjxjjjjyjj ¼

Pd
i¼1 xiyiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPd

i¼1 x2
i

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPd
i¼1 y2

i

q :

(1)

Cosine similarity measures whether the vectors

point in the same direction, which for our represen-

tation translates to the similarity in proportions of the

particular bigrams, rather than their absolute frequen-

cies. For example, hypothetical verses with duplicated

content, like ‘Savu savu saarella saarella palaavi pal-

aavi’ or ‘Savu saarella palaavi savu saarella palaavi’,

would have the same similarity scores to other verses

as ‘Savu saarella palaavi’. This is not a practical prob-

lem because verses where the entire content is repeated

do not exist and, for the vast part of the corpus, the

verse length is approximately constant, conforming to

the eight verse positions of poetic metre. Even repeti-

tions of a single word are very rare.

Also, the insertion of additional short words has

little effect on the direction of the vector. This is

desirable because equivalent verses might differ in

terms of short function words (see: ‘Mi se savu soar-

ella palavi’ in Table 1). Finally, the information

about the ordering of the bigrams (and thus words)

in a verse is lost during vectorization, so verses with

transposed word order (like the former and the

hypothetical but nonexistent ‘Palaavi saarella

savu’), are expected to have high similarity. This,

again, is desirable.

3.2 Similarity computation
For each of the 1.4 million verses from the corpus,

we retrieve up to k¼ 1,000 nearest neighbours with

cosine similarity greater than some threshold a. The

optimal threshold value turned out to be between

0.7 and 0.8 (see Section 4), as below 0.7 false pos-

itives start to appear in large masses. The similarity

computation can be implemented efficiently using

the FAISS library7 (Johnson et al., 2017) which

implements advanced algebraic methods for index-

ing large numbers of vectors, allowing quick re-

trieval of nearest neighbours. FAISS includes a

GPU implementation that is able to carry out this

computation in around an hour on a mid-range

desktop PC equipped with a GeForce GTX 1060

GPU. An example of nearest neighbour computa-

tion results is shown in Table 3.

In addition to speed and scalability, a further rea-

son speaking in favor of the bag-of-bigrams method is

its high recall: given a low-enough threshold, it suc-

cessfully finds different kinds of similarity, including

half-verse correspondences, alliteration patterns,

similar-sounding verses (also without similarity in

meaning) and more. Even if we aim for narrower

criteria and higher precision, this method can always

be used for finding candidate pairs that are passed for

further filtering.

Table 3. Selected nearest neighbours for Savu saarella

palaa, (not all shown)

Savu saar[ella] p[alaa], 1

Savu saarella palaavi, 0.964396

Savu saarella palaapi, 0.960769

Savu saarella palavi, 0.938971

Savu saarella palapi. 0.936382

Savu soarella palaa, 0.912871

Savu soarella palaavi, 0.875

Savu soarella palaabi, 0.870388

Savut saarella palavat: 0.864242

Savu suarella palavi, 0.808694

Savu soarella palaupi, 0.78335

Table 4. Results of the similarityþclustering method

d a Precision Recall F-score

100 0.6 49:060:8% 97:060:7% 65:160:8%

0.7 58:460:7% 94:260:6% 72:160:7%
0.75 64:460:5% 91:060:6% 75:460:3%

0.8 71:660:6% 86:361:5% 78:260:8%
0.85 81:960:9% 74:462:8% 77:961:8%
0.9 91:460:3% 57:161:7% 70:361:3%

200 0.6 54:160:6% 98:760:4% 69:960:5%
0.7 63:760:5% 95:760:9% 76:560:4%

0.75 69:460:3% 91:561:1% 78:960:5%
0.8 76:860:6% 85:960:4% 81:160:5%
0.85 84:860:8% 71:462:7% 77:561:7%

0.9 92:960:3% 50:561:2% 65:461:0%
300 0.6 55:260:3% 98:760:2% 70:860:2%

0.7 64:860:8% 94:360:5% 76:860:5%

0.75 70:260:8% 90:161:5% 78:961:0%
0.8 78:060:7% 84:760:9% 81:260:6%

0.85 85:960:7% 70:462:5% 77:461:7%
0.9 93:660:2% 49:961:4% 65:161:2%
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3.3 Clustering
Although the nearest-neighbour lists already pro-

vide good pairs of equivalent verses, they also

capture similar but non-equivalent types. For ex-

ample, for the verse Eipä löyä Väinämöistä, the

nearest neighbour search finds both Eibä löüvä

Väinämöistä (dialectal variation), as well as Eipä

sopin Väinämöistä (different verb). These cases

cannot be separated simply by a general threshold

on similarity.

Moreover, the nearest neighbour relation is not

transitive: if A is a neighbour of B and B is a neigh-

bour of C, A is not necessarily a neighbour of C. In

order to speak of equivalent verses, it is desirable to

define an equivalence relation in the mathematical

sense, thus a transitive one. This would allow us to

map verses to a set of abstract ‘verse types’, in which

equivalent verses would be assigned the same type.

Among others, such mapping is necessary for the

‘bag-of-verses’ method for computing similarity be-

tween entire poems, which is presented in Section 5.

The mapping of verses to equivalence classes will

be achieved by a graph clustering algorithm. The

results of the similarity computation can be repre-

sented as a graph, in which verses are nodes and

pairs of verses with a similarity exceeding a certain

threshold are connected with an edge. Sets of

equivalent verses, like the one in Table 1, are

expected to form densely connected clusters in

this graph, as each of the verses will be similar to

most others.8 On the other hand, similar but non-

equivalent verses will be more weakly and sparsely

connected, and thus will not form clusters. The

graph of similarities is weighted, with weights being

computed as follows: if n is the cosine similarity

between two verses, with n 2 ða; 1�, the edge be-

tween those verses is weighted with w ¼ n�a
1�a, so

that the range of possible values of w is scaled to

the interval ð0; 1�.
For clustering we apply the Chinese Whispers al-

gorithm (Biemann, 2006). It is chosen mainly due to

its simplicity and linear runtime wrt. the number of

graph edges, which is essential given the size of our

graph. This computation takes around 15 min on the

aforementioned hardware. The clustering is illustrated

in Fig. 1.

4 Evaluation

The key notion in the methods presented in the pre-

vious section is equivalent verses: a pair of verses that

are considered ‘the same’ on some abstract level, while

possibly differing in their string form. Because it is an

equivalence relation in the mathematical sense, i.e.

reflexive, symmetrical and transitive, the clustering

Fig. 1 The Chinese Whispers algorithm finds the most densely connected clusters within the graph of verse similarities.

(Edge thickness corresponds to weights, colour to the resulting clusters)

M. Janicki et al.
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divides the corpus into equivalence classes, inside

which every verse is equivalent to every other. The

examples listed in Table 1 are part of such a class.

4.1 Dataset annotation
To evaluate the methods, we formulated criteria for a

verse pair to be considered equivalent from the point

of view of oral poetry and folklore studies. Depending

on the research interests, the equivalence of a verse

pair or poetic formula may have very different defi-

nitions (see e.g. Foley, 1988; Harvilahti, 1992a; Sarv,

2004; Saarinen, 2018; Frog and Lamb, 2022). Here, we

emphasized similar content words. An equivalent

verse pair includes the same content words (nouns,

adjectives, verbs). These may also be different words

deriving from the same word stem (päistäre � päis-

tärikkö), whereas the function words (such as prepo-

sitions, pronouns, and conjunctions) and

interjections may differ. Different word order and

question-answer or affirmation-negation pairs are

allowed, as is orthographic, morphological, and dia-

lectal variation. Use of synonyms (such as porsas ‘pig,

piglet, pork’ for sika ‘pig, swine, boar, pork’) is not

considered equivalent. Cases that would necessitate

checking the verse in poetic context (e.g. non-

conventional abbreviations) are defined as non-

equivalent. This definition allows some difference in

the meaning and corresponds to one typical level of

oral variation. In some other contexts, it would be

highly relevant to search for verses using synonyms

or words that sound rather than mean the same, or

verses that share only some similar content words.

We subsequently prepared a data sample for man-

ual annotation. Sampling verse pairs presented a chal-

lenge, because on one hand the sampling method

should be as independent as possible from the ap-

proach that is being evaluated, but on the other

hand the sample should contain a balanced number

of equivalent and non-equivalent pairs. This would be

impossible to achieve when choosing the pairs with

uniform probability.

In order to guarantee a sufficient amount of

equivalent pairs, we first restricted the evaluation cor-

pus to six poem types that are common across the

different languages and dialects of the corpus, and

also represent different poetic genres.9 Then we com-

puted 10,000 nearest neighbours (wrt. the bigram co-

sine similarity metric) to every verse from that

subcorpus, which gave a total of 330 million pairs

from all ranges of similarity. We divided this dataset

into 10 intervals based on the similarity score:

½0; 0:1Þ; ½0:1; 0:2Þ; . . . ; ½0:9; 1� and took random sam-

ples containing an equal number of verse pairs from

each interval. Although this approach depends some-

what on the method under evaluation, it guarantees

that the low-similarity ranges will also be represented,

while the proportion of equivalent pairs in the sample

is still sufficiently high (around 20%).

The task for the annotators was to decide whether a

given pair of verses is equivalent or not. We proceeded

according to typical linguistic annotation method-

ology (Artstein, 2017): first, the annotation guidelines

were agreed in writing. Then we took a sample of

1,000 verse pairs that was annotated by each of the

four annotators. In some detailed cases, deciding

about the equivalence of verses turned out to be a

non-trivial task and may require further discussion.

However, the inter-annotator agreement (Fleiss’ j)

was 0.915, which was deemed sufficient to proceed

with full-scale annotation. In the second stage, each

annotator received a different sample of 3,000 verse

pairs, which gave a dataset of 12,000 pairs in total (the

part used for assessing agreement was not used in

evaluation). We have made the resulting dataset pub-

licly available.10

4.2 Results
Based on the annotated sample of verse pairs, we cal-

culated the precision and recall as, respectively, the

proportion of verse pairs sharing a cluster that were

truly equivalent (precision), and the proportion of

equivalent verse pairs that were clustered together (re-

call). Table 4 shows the results of the evaluation, de-

pending on two parameters: d—the number of

dimensions (i.e. bigrams) used in the vectorization,

and a—the minimum similarity for drawing an edge

in the similarity graph. Each cell of the table shows the

mean and standard deviation from 10 independent

runs with the given parameter setting.11 The best

obtained F-scores are bolded. The results are sensitive

to the threshold value a, with 0.8 being the optimal

value. On the other hand, increasing the number of

dimensions beyond a certain point does not improve

the results, as the additional bigrams are rare and have

no significant effect on the similarity values. For the

optimal a ¼ 0:8, the difference between d¼ 200 and
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d¼ 300 is within the margin of error. We also com-

puted the results for up to d¼ 500, which were very

similar, and thus are not shown.

An F-score of 81.1% is a satisfactory value, keeping

in mind that evaluating one human annotator against

another on the common sample yielded between

90.4% and 96.5%. Furthermore, as will be shown in

the error analysis below, many false positives are still

useful, while properly distinguishing them from true

positives requires an in-depth knowledge of the

language.

4.3 Error analysis
Tables 5 and 6 show examples of false positives and

false negatives from the evaluation of the bigramþ-

clustering approach. The false positives in particular

illustrate the difficulty of reducing the task to binary

classification. Most of them are structurally similar

formulas or verse types with a single word replaced

or added, or common formulas consisting only of a

part of a verse. Occasionally, the differing words are

synonyms (emä� äiti ‘mother’) or potentially related

via derivation but with a different meaning (ämmä �
emäntä ‘older woman’–‘housekeeper’). In Table 5,

only two verse pairs (pairs 10, and 13) are complete

false positives, i.e. lines that do not share a relevant

formulaic element. The cases of false negatives are

often pairs that include significant amount of dialectal

or morphological variation (lennänä–lentee ‘fly’;

väsy–väsytän ‘get sleepy’–‘I get you sleepy’), or short

function words (mill mie–joilla ‘with which (I)’; mie

voa–minä ‘I (just)’; minkä–sen ‘what’–’that’).

Similarity of content is not directly related to the simi-

larity of bigram patterns, and both false negatives and

false positives often contain cases that are highly inter-

esting for further analysis.

5 Application: The ‘Runoregi’
Browser

The precomputed similarity and clustering, together

with the texts and metadata of the original corpus, are

stored in a relational database and exposed via a

prototype Web user interface named ‘Runoregi’,12

which enables the scholar to browse through the auto-

matically identified intertextual links. Figures 2 and 3

present the different views of Runoregi, which will be

explained subsequently.

The typical entry point to the interface is the poem

view (Fig. 2, left), which displays a single entire poem.

In addition to the text and metadata, it includes links

to automatically computed similar poems and cluster

sizes for each verse.

5.1 Poem similarity and alignment
In order to compute the poem similarities, we con-

struct a document-term matrix D, in which each

poem is represented by a vector of verse cluster fre-

quencies. Then we compute the product DDT , which

is a document-document matrix of scalar products.13

We extract the non-zero entries of that matrix, nor-

malize them to cosine similarities and apply a

Table 5. Examples of false positives

Seän ja seittemän lasta, Tappoi seitsemän setäni lasta,

Riihimiehet jyviä mulle, Riihimiehet mulle jyviä annoit,

Koira miulle oravan hankki, Koira mulle orava hauku.

Vaivu maalle valkialle! Vaivu mualle vainiolle!

Emäntä mulle kakun leipoi, Ämmät mulle kakun leipo,

Tappo isäin, tap[po emäin], Tappo isän, tappo äitin,

Nuku, nurmilintuseni, Nuku, nuku, nurminukka,

Possu mulle kylkensä antoo, Posso mulle kylkensä,

5 Minä kalat sepälle, Minä kalat koiralle,

5 Minä hyppäsin pajaan, 10 Minä pääsin tien päälle.

Oviseinä orhin luista, Oviseinä oravanluista,

Virolainen, vainolainen, Venäläine vainolaine,

Nurmilintu nuuka lintu, Nuku, nuku nurmilintu,

Väsy, vähä västäräkki, Väsy väsy, västäräkki,

Table 6. Examples of false negatives

30 Mill’ mie lennän leksuttelen, Joilla lentee lepsuttelin

Pappi mullen paita liinan. Pappi mulle liinapaijan,

jyvämies mnul jyvi anno, jyvämies jyviä antoi,

Tappo isoin, tappo emoni, Tappo issäin, tappo emmoin,

Väsy, väsy, västäräkki, Väsytän, väsytän västäräkkii.

Silmät kieron keksinon! Kieroin silmin keksisit,

Mie voa vierin vitsikkoo, Minä vierin vitsikkohon,

Ken katein kahtonoo, Ken kateen katsonee,

5 Sit sauva tiel soatto, Sauvapa minut tielle saattoi,

Oli tappaa minunkin. Oispa tappant minutkii,

15 Minä oravan kotkalinnul. Minä oravan kokkolinnulle.

Nukutan, nukutan nurmi-lintuu, Nuku, nuku, nurmilintu,

Ämmä minull’ kaku leipos, Ämmä mulle kakon leipo,

Minkä pyörä pyörähtääpi. 30 Sen pyörä pyörähtelöö,
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Fig. 2 The different views of the Runoregi user interface. Left: the poem view; top right: the verse cluster view; bottom right:

the passage view
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threshold for both the raw scalar product (> 3), as

well as the cosine (> 0.15). This selects candidate pairs

for similar poems.

In a second step, the alignment of candidate pairs is

computed using the weighted edit distance algorithm

(Wagner and Fischer, 1974). The algorithm computes

a maximum-weight alignment, with the weight of

verse insertion/deletion being 0 and of substitution

either 0 (for dissimilar verses), or n (for similar verses,

i.e. those where n > a). This algorithm produces vec-

tors of verse IDs x; y and a vector of weights n, all of

length m, with (xi, yi) being an aligned pair of verses

with weight ni. The alignment similarity is defined as

the number of aligned verse pairs divided by the

length of the alignment:14

s ¼ ji : ni > 0j
m

(2)

This yields a value between 0 and 1, which is shown

in the UI as a percentage (Fig. 2, left). Pairs with simi-

larity above 10% are stored in the database and shown

in the poem view. The IDs of similar poems are links

that lead to an alignment view15 (Fig. 3) of the poem

shown in the previous view with the chosen counter-

part. The alignment view presents the corresponding

verses of the two poems side-by-side and highlights in

blue the differences between them on the character

level. The non-corresponding verses are shown in

grey.

Because the alignment computation for a single

pair of poems is a quick operation, it is not stored

in the database, but rather computed on-demand

when the alignment view is rendered. Thus, it can

also be displayed for a manually provided poem

pair, even if it is not pre-stored as similar.

5.2 Verse clusters
The blue bar next to the poem text represents the

cluster sizes for each verse, with darker shades corre-

sponding to larger clusters (logarithmically scaled).

This allows the user to easily spot verses that recur

frequently across the dataset, possibly in slightly

Fig. 3 Alignment view of similar poems in Runoregi
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different variants. Each segment of the bar links to a

cluster page for the specific verse (Fig. 2, top-right), in

which all occurrences are shown together with a short

metadata section (place, year, collector, themes) and a

link to the poem page where the verse occurs.

5.3 Similar passage search
Another functionality available in the poem view is

passage search. If a span of verses from the poem

text is selected with the mouse, another view appears,

in which sequences of verses belonging to the same set

of clusters as the selected sequence are presented

(Fig. 2, bottom-right). The original sequence is high-

lighted in light yellow and the verses matching the

query are shown in bold. Additionally, a configurable

number of context verses before and after the se-

quence is retrieved.

The search is fuzzy: the verses do not have to ap-

pear in the same order, there might be other verses

inserted in between, and not all clusters need to be

found. These criteria are flexibly configurable by two

parameters: dist—how far apart two matching

verses can be, i.e. how many ‘intruder’ verses is

allowed in between (default: 1), and hitfact—

how large a proportion of the selection must be

matched at least (default: 0.5). The search is imple-

mented as follows: first, all occurrences of any cluster

included in the query are retrieved from the database

in the order of their occurrence in the corpus. Then,

the list is filtered in a single pass to produce the pas-

sages matching search criteria (according to the

parameters dist and hitfact).

The performance of the retrieval is predicated on

the fact that even the largest clusters are relatively

small compared to the entire corpus. Furthermore,

in practice it is unlikely that verses from multiple large

clusters occur next to each other. Thus, perhaps a bit

counterintuitively, retrieving all potentially relevant

verses is a fast operation (as the verses are indexed

in the database by cluster ID) and the size of the

resulting list is not problematically large. The page

typically loads instantly (in less than 1 s) and relaxing

the filtering criteria does not lead to longer search

times, because all possible results are retrieved in any

case.

5.4 Applications
Currently, Runoregi is used for several kinds of folk-

loristic analysis. First, it enables researchers to find

variations of similar verse types—also such variations

that the researcher is not able to imagine and find via

word or collocation searches. Second, it looks very

promising in recognizing texts that have some literary

connection, such as edited versions of the same manu-

script, oral texts that have served as a source material

for literary publications, or literary publications that

have affected the oral tradition. Such cases are ex-

tremely important to identify, not only in analysing

the oral–literary relationships, but also in any further

computational work, as they easily bias the results.

Third, Runoregi is useful for finding and aligning dif-

ferent versions of the same story, especially within

nearby regions, which saves a lot of time, although

the alignments typically do require some manual

adjusting, since typically not all the similar verses are

recognized automatically. Quite naturally, across

more distant regions with different languages and

poetic cultures, the similarities are more difficult to

find, as even similar stories are told with partly differ-

ent words and verse types. Nevertheless, even just the

three use cases above save considerable amounts of

manual work and enable the finding of connections

that would otherwise go unnoticed.

Poem similarity results can be used for re-

assessment of the folkloristic typology compiled by

folklorists, and for automatic type detection in the

case of untypologized material to be added into the

database. Further, verse and song similarity indicators

can be used to analyse the entire body of texts in terms

of regional distribution, regional division, and to in-

quire into the relationship of creativity and tradition-

ality in the oral transmission of knowledge.

The computational methods used by Runoregi

could be applied also to other texts and languages. A

few constraints might exist, though. As the method

operates on verse level, it can be applied only to versi-

fied text. Furthermore, for long verses, the probability

of two dissimilar strings sharing a large number of

bigrams increases. While this was not a problem for

the Finnic tetrameter, the applicability to meters

involving a larger number of syllables would need to

be experimentally verified. Finally, the optimal num-

ber of dimensions of the bigram vectors depends on
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the size of a language’s alphabet—as Finnic languages

use a small set of letters, other languages could require

higher-dimensional vectors. We have published the

source code used for similarity computation as a

Python package to facilitate further experiments.16

6 Conclusion

We have introduced a method for identifying equiva-

lent verses in a corpus of oral folk poetry characterized

by great variation in the texts’ string representations.

Cosine similarity of vectors of character bigrams could

successfully identify similar pairs, which were then

clustered using a Chinese Whispers algorithm to pro-

duce equivalence classes. On the basis of this similarity

computation, we have built a Web interface that

allows for exploration of similarities on verse, passage

and poem level. We hope that this tool will facilitate

the literary and folkloristic research around SKVR by

providing an easy way to perform searches with good

coverage despite the variation. The algorithmic under-

pinnings of our method are language-independent

and can also be applied to other collections of versified

texts with non-standardized orthography or dialectal

variation.

Compared to other approaches to text reuse in

Digital Humanities, our method is innovative in bas-

ing the similarity on character bigrams instead of

words and taking advantage of the segmentation of

poems into verses. The former feature allows us to

discover similarity across linguistic variation, even

where none of the words in the similar passages are

identical, which frequently happens in SKVR. By bas-

ing the comparison on entire verses, we are able to

efficiently process a large corpus, while the clustering

of verses into equivalence classes provides us with the

useful ‘bag-of-verses’ representation of documents.
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Notes
1 https://skvr.fi/

2 V denotes the lengthening of the preceding vowel.

3 The total number of distinct bigrams in the corpus is

2202 and the frequency of the bigram with rank 300 is

22,510. It might seem as though we are removing a lot of

information in this step, but the evaluation in Section 4

has shown that using more than 300 bigrams does not

lead to improvement. Rare bigrams occur in a small

number of verses, so they do not affect the similarity

scores for the vast majority of the data. For comparison,

note that standard Finnish uses only twenty alphabet

letters for native words, which gives an upper bound of

400 ‘standard’ bigrams if all combinations are possible.

4 Trigrams could be used if an additional dimensionality

reduction step were applied (e.g. an autoencoder). We

might explore this possibility in further work.

5 E.g. for the verses Eipä löyä Väinämöistä and Peätti päiväsä

mänyö, the unigram-based representations have a cosine

similarity of 0.95, mostly due to the high frequency of ä.

6 Cosine similarity is a widely used metric in Information

Retrieval. For an introduction, see e.g. Büttcher et al.,

2010, section 2.2.1. The idea of using character n-gram-

based vectorization to compute the similarity of short

strings is mentioned e.g. by Bocek et al., 2007, section 2.3.

7 https://github.com/facebookresearch/faiss/

8 This is one of the so-called ‘small world properties’. For a

review of small world properties of graphs resulting from

natural language data, see (Biemann, 2007, chap. 3).

9 Neljän neidon runo ‘The Song of Four Maidens’

(Narrative songs), Kateen sanat ‘Words of Envy’

(Charms), Pakeneva ‘The Fleeing One’ (Songs for chil-

dren), Nuku nuku nurmilintu ‘Sleep, Sleep the Grass-

bird’ (Lullabies), Kehotus laulamaan ‘Exhortation to

Sing’ and Laulajan alkusanoja ‘Beginning Words of a

Singer’ (Lyric songs).

10 https://github.com/hsci-r/skvr-verse-equivalence-gs

11 This is because Chinese Whispers is a randomized al-

gorithm, so it produces a slightly different clustering on

every run.

12 The interface is currently available under http://runor

egi.rahtiapp.fi. The name ‘Runoregi’ builds on the idea

of ‘a sledge full of poems’ common in Northern Finnic

oral poetry, and the common qualifiers for the old oral
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poetry in Finnic languages ‘runo’ and ‘regi’ (Finnish

and Karelian: ‘runolaulu’ ‘runo-song, song in old oral

meter’, ‘runo’ ‘song, poem, singer’; Estonian:‘regilaul’

‘song in old traditional meter’, from Low German

‘Reie’, ‘Reige’, ‘dancing song’).

13 The matrix D is of size n � c, and DDT is n � n, with

n ¼ 89; 247 being the number of poems and c ¼
502,076 the number of verse clusters. Both matrices

are sparse. The computation is implemented using

the Python package scipy.sparse, for which those sizes

do not present a problem.

14 Alternatively, the alignment similarity could be defined

simply as the mean weight: s ¼ 1
m

Pm
i¼1 ni , which yields

slightly lower values. However, we find that the simi-

larity according to the definition given in (2) is easier to

interpret.

15 For a survey of text alignment visualization methods

and their applications, see Yousef and Jänicke (2020).

The view presented here is classified as a ‘side-by-side

view’ in the survey’s terminology.

16 https://github.com/hsci-r/shortsim
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